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EXPERIMENT IN PROPULSION
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0 us solemn children there is nothing more alluring than the problems involved in putting that
newest wonder, the internal-combustion engine, on some
sort of suitable float and seeing how fast we can make
it paddle itself over the surface of the sea. It is a great
game. Hydroplaning, they call it: not because there
are any planes, but probably because of some dim
idea that the surfaces used to make the machine
get up and scoot may have been planes once,
before they were twisted out of shape to conform to
the fashion of the moment. Skimming, as Sir John
Thornycroft has it, is probably the better term, for the
days of what the scientists of this era calls the "displacement racer" have softly moved down into history,
and a little boat that would travel at 6o miles an hour
across the sea must skim, or stay home.
The sport at present seems to differ from aeroplaning, or flying, in so far as that you are supposed to be
more or less habitually in contact with the water, but
the days of Mr. Kipling's "bat-boats" are doubtless not
far hence. We have already the Ravaud-Saunders aerohydroplane.
For those who may not have read that amazing story,
"With the Night Mail," it is worth quoting a few editorial
remarks from the magazine in which it is published,
A.D. 2ooo-barely 8g years ahead.
"B.'\T-BOAT RACING

"The scandals of the past few years have at last
moved the yachting world to concerted action in regard to 'bat'-boat racing.
"We have been treated to the spectacle of what
are practically keeled racing-planes driven a clear five
foot or more above the water, and only eased down to
touch their so-called 'native element' as they near the
line. Judges and starters have been conveniently blind
to this absurdity, but the public demonstration off St.
Catherine's Light at the Autumn Regattas has borne
ample, if tardy, fntit. · In future the bat is to be a boat,
and the long unheeded demand of the true sportsman
for 'no daylight under mid-keel in smooth water' is in
a fair way to be conceded. The new mle severely restricts plane area and lift alike. The gas compartments are permitted both fore and aft, as in the old type,
but the water-ballast central tank is rendered obligatory.
These things work, if not for perfection, at least for the
evolution of a sane and wholesome water-borne cmiser.
The type of rudder is unaffected by the new rules, so we
may expect to see the Long-Davidson make (the patent
on which has just expired) come largely into use henceforward, though the strain on the stern-post in turning
at speeds over 40 miles an hour is admittedly very severe.
But bat-boat racing has a great future before it."
Wouldn't you think it was the Oldman riding down
the spine of some poor beggars who thought they were
so nicely and quietly beating the rule? Only it has the
'f'flotos Copyr4gllled by Albnt Htd11n~n

untransplanted Englishman's frightful straitness of
expression.
And here is a bat-boat advertisement culled from
the want-and-for-sale department of the same journal of
the clubhouse fireside.
"Also, by private treaty, racing B. B. Tarpon ( 76
winning flags) 120 knt., 6o ft.; Long-Davidson double
under-rake rudder, new this season and unstrainecl.
850 nom. Maginnis motor, Radium relays and Pond generator. Bronze breakwater forward, and treble reinforced forefoot and entry. Talfourd rockered keel.
Triple set of Hofman vans, giving maximum lifting surface of 5,327 sq. ft.
"Tarpon has been lifted and held seven feet for two
miles between touch and touch."
Now, suppose we come down out of the air.
These things are hardly dreams. The 40-foot Thornycroft hydroplane already built by Messrs. Dixon Bro!l.
& Hutchinson is fitted with two 400-h.p. Orleans engines,
within so-h.p. of Tarpon's nominal power, and may attain to near half Tarpon's stated speed in the present
year of grace. The trouble with the Thornycroft ship
is that she has to drag through the water two shafts,
two outboard bearings with their supporting brackets,
the bosses of the propellers, the inefficient portions of
the blades, and a rudder to finish the lot. How much
power will it take to haul these through the water at
6o miles an hour? Tarpon is driven by an air propeller.
and so is saved the effort. So, also, she is a would-be
rule beater.
But the committees in charge of the British International Trophy Race have looked after her ninety years
before she is born. In the revised conditions under
the Deed of Gift, December. rgro. condition 6 reads:
"No limitation shall be placed on the form or description of the motive power employed, provided that
the motive power is wholly mechanical, and also provided that its propelling mechanism acts only in or
against the water."
That is to say, no air propellers, please.
So much for the prelude.
In the latter part of the Summer of 1910 we felt
constrained to invent a new kind of Viper. It was not
in any way intended to supplant the original Viper, that
had drawn the attention of Mr. Seth G. lVIalby and
others, and which we call the low-power Viper, but
was designed to operate to best advantage only
under powers that were high in proportion to the size
of the hull. That is, we were to work on a boat that
was to operate at relative speeds above the point where
displacement takes care of itself, and the problem of
rapidly reducing wetted surface, and so reducing frictional resistance, becomes of primary importance.
We made models, and throughout the golden Autumn
we towed them, not in tanks, but in the sea, behind a
spring scale in the stern of Viper III.
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The models were various. There were boats with
steps in their bottoms and boats without. There were
boats with V sections forward and boats with flat sections. There were boats with corrugated iron on their
bottoms with the corrugations running athwartship at
certain angles to the keel, and in them all were iron
weights that were shifted into various positions. Some
of these chaps worked in an astounding way c.t speed,
perhaps most especially the one with the corrugated iron.
Some of them went six clear feet in the air at a leap
and then sounded with the smooth celerity of a scared
porpoise and dug up the mud of the harbor bottom with
their snouts, until the investigator in charge of the engine became incapacitated with laughter and permitted
the tow-line to saw its way through the scientist in the
stern and into the after deck. To work in a laboratory
that is endeavoring to skip out from under you is highly
precarious, but we learned a number of things, many of
which had already been learned by other people. We
learned, for instance, that beyond certain weights, monoplanes were assuredly more efficient than biplanes, and
that beneath these weights biplanes and multiplanes
seemed to show marked advantages.
We learned
something about the distribution of weights in biplanes. Out of the experiments we evolved a form of
hull and a certain inference, which may have been the
more valuable of the two assets. It was something to
the effect that so long as a model was skimming, there
were certain general resistances to be looked for at
any given speed per ton, and that slight alterations in
hull form did not seem to be responsible for as wide
variations from these resistances as we had been led
to expect, and further, that in many cases, marked al-

teration in hull form might show effect rather in seaworthiness than in altered resistance. Always presupposing, of course, that the models were skimming.
But this article was not intended to deal with hulls.
Autumn was finished and Winter was closing in before we thought of making an experiment or two in
propulsion. For a long time the opinion had been gaining strength with us that the screw propeller was a
poor arrangement for driving a boat at extreme high
speeds.
Going back to first principles, the argument went
something like this :
In the development of the speed boat the first great
and important resistance to be got rid of was that involved in the actual mechanical displacement of water;
the boat must be made of such form, or so light in proportion to her power, that she would get up and practically slide along on the surface. Frictional resistance,
skin-friction, was almost negligible by comparison with
the various displacement resistances. This was accomplished, and speeds increased rapidly. Frictional
resistance, the actual friction between the skin of the
boat and the water (as we understand it) moved up
at once into the position of first importance and had
to be abolished. Steps were built in the bottoms,
wetted surface was rapidly reduced and frictional resistance, to some extent, went with it. Speeds increased again. Then a new resistance stepped into the
light. Shaft resistance, we shall call it, for lack of a
better term.
All these boats had been driven by screw propellers,
and a screw propeller by one crude definition, "operates under water, with its blades winding through the
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water in a spiral direction, thus carrying the boat
ahead."
Now the entire working surface of the screw propeller is the outer two-thirds, or, if we wish to be
charitable, the outer three-quarters of the blade-length.
To operate at all it must carry the following non-working members under water : The thick inner third, or
quarter, of the blade, which has not only to be dragged,
but driven by the engine ; the boss supporting the blades ;
the outboard shafting; the outboard shaft bearing; and
the bracket supporting this bearing. All these are nonworking parts and have to be hauled through. The reason I am making such a feature of them is that, perhaps
because of the apparent difficulty of getting rid of them,
they have come in for scant popular attention in considering the resistances in a high speed boat. We are
familiar enough with the instruction to the amateur
hydroplane builder that "everything under water must be
refined to the last degree to make this boat a success."
Why shouldn't it? It is not only a heavy frictional resistance, but a straight displacement resistance, which
is many times worse. How much power did it take
to drag the wild collection of gear under the stern of
Ursula through the water at 40 miles an hour? Have
you ever seen a stream of even unconfined ·water so feet
from a I 0-inch fire nozzle removing nailed clapboards
as a snow-plough removes snow? How much power
will it take to lug the 20 to 2r.4-inch Krupp steel
shafts in Mr. MacKay Edgar's Thornycroft hydroplane, with all their attendant outfit, through the water
at 6o miles an hour? Will it take a quarter of the entire power of the engines? Would the boat go faster
if only the working parts of the blades were left whirling, driving the hull through some mysterious, nonresisting connectiov, and all the rest of the stuff were
cleared away?
Water at 6o miles an hour is not the dimpling liquid
we are accustomed to bathe in. It is as hard as a sun-
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baked road. I have used before the illustration of a
swordsman trying to cut into a stream driven from a
high-pressure nozzle, and shattering the sword. Some
time after this question of shaft resistance first came up
in my mind I had occasion to write to Walter Bieling
about it. In his reply he said that, not long before, he
had been talking to Lelas, the father of all the little
Ricochet type French hydroplanes, and that Lelas had
told him that certain of these, if I remember, which had
hollow shafts, when run above a certain speed would give
a sudden spurt followed by a wild careen to one side or
the other. This Lelas diagnosed as "shaft planing."
That is, so great was the resistance of their sloping
shafts that it was causing these little boats to get up out
of the water and plane on the shafts alone. This is
worth citing as an extreme instance, and it serves to bring
the trouble strongly home to our minds. Even at lower
speeds there is a fine illustration. If you have an ordinary speed launch put her over the mile. Then make
a rough model of your underwater shaft, propeller boss,
bearing and strut, fasten them to her bottom beside the
real ones and put her over the mile again. You will be
surprised and pained at the time she makes. It is like
the green apple on the fin of the racing shell, or the small
tin pint tacked to the garboard of the wind-jammer. We
virtually tried the experiment. And still, this "shaft resistance" is of relatively small Importance till you approach the speeds of the hydroplane.
'
The hydroplanes have had to consider the problem at
length. Aside from sheer weight, why is it the hydroplanes fitted with high-speed et:tgines have been uniformly
successful? Evidently because the power transmitted at
high revolutions meant propellers of smaller diameters
and the reduction of all underwater gear. In the case
of Flapper in England and the Barriquand & Marre machines in France, engines already turning 14-1,500 were
geared up to little propeller shafts as big as your thumb
that turned 21-2,200 revolutions a minute. The result
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was a speed of 46 miles. And in the big fellows the shaft
and underwater gear becomes a mighty problem. Engines must be driven till, sometimes-they burn up.
So, considering all these things, it struck us that perhaps, as was said, the screw-propeller system might not
be the ideal system of propulsion for high speed boats.
The conditions differ immensclv from those in which
the screw-propeller system is the ·ideal form of propulsion. It is no longer a case of the displacement effort of
the propeller balancing against the displacement resistance of the hull, as in Olympic. It is no longer a CJUestion of a propeller failing to cavitate because the water
is held into coherence by the pressure of a nicely calculated average water column and an atmu"pheric
pressure of 15 tb to the square inch beside. Here it is
rather a question of the inertia of the water relative to
the high speed of the propeller blade, the water being
very "hard," as we crudely expressed it, under these
great speeds. It is so hard. that is, its relative inertia is
so great, that the propeller blade has time to press against
it and get away again before it has a chance to move.
And so the boat is driven. This relative inertia has had,
perhaps, too little recognition in the hydroplane business.
It is relative inertia that holds against the 45-h.p. impact
on the little 6-inch blades of Flapper, and gives her propeller a slip of hardly 7% ; it is relative inertia that
hoisted Ricochet out of the water bv the shaft and tilted
her over on her bilge (for, while it ·is very good for pro-

Plate 3. Wide Open

pellers, it is very bad for shafts), and it is relative inertia that thumps the feet of the gentleman up forward in
the French biplane at ]If onaco until they are too numb
to stand on. I am featuring relative inertia, also, as it is
the basis of our future calculations.
Having been displeased with the screw propeller, we
had to look about for something- better. First I thought
of some kind of stern wheel. That wonld clear the bottom of all encumbrance. It mig·ht he a ~mall metal
wheel, for it would require a very slight dip as compared with the big. ~low-nlO\"ing· wheel of. say, a Mississippi steamer. The hnll 1·esio;tance wa;; low and the
relative inertia of the water was hig·h. Rut even the
most compact stern wheel would he cumber~ome and
could hardly stand up to the hig-h revolutions. c\nd
there was the comparative inefliciency of the blade entering and leaving.
Then another idea occurred. vVhy not hoist the propeller-shaft, boss, strut and everything clean out of the
sea, and put the shaft out throug-h the stern of the
boat, so that the boss would be above the surface with
the boat at speed and only the more efficient parts of the
blade would engage the water? :More than half the
wheel would be out of water, which, for the same power,
would necessitate a propeller of much larger area than
would he used with the screw-propeller system; but,
on the other hand, the side thrust with only the lowermost
blade immersed would require the use of two wheels
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running in tune in opposite directions, if the best results were to be obtained. Why should not this arrangement work with the utmost efficiency in boats
at high speed, remembering yet once again that hull resistance is small and the relative inertia of the water is
very great?
We would try it.
The only hull we had instantly available was . the
leaky wreck of Viper II and a 17-h.p. engine that had
been in Viper III, and Winter was on us in earnest.
There was six inches of snow and the ice was making in
the rivers. It was a race to see if we could get her overboard before the harbor closed.
The engine was a three-cylinder Ferro, two-stroke,
4.%. by 4.%. inches, and in Viper III had been driving a
two-blade Harthan propeller 17 inches diameter by 24
inches pitch at 1,040 r.p.m. '0/ e ordered a right and a
left-hand three-blade Harthan propeller 22 inches
diameter by 24 inches (the same) pitch. The two
wheels together had practically six times the area of
the 17-inch propeller. The engine was put in the boat
slewed off the midship line to drive one (the starboard)
propeller direct. The port propeller shaft was to
he driven by a gear off the tail shaft line. The shafts
swung off from each other at an angle of !8°, 9° from
the line of the keel. We looked about for a suitable bevel
gear pattern, but could find nothing of the correct angle
in the heap, and as there was no time to make one, we

threw into the sand the pattern of a 6-inch stub-tooth
spur-gear, and when the gears came out chopped the
corners off with a cold chisel to make them an approximate fit. We left the engine to fit them accurately for
herself. The shafts were two I l;l-inch steel bars run in
rough-babbitted journals and the thrust of the second
shaft was taken by a collar against the journal. There
were two stuffing boxes let into a piece of birch bolted
inside the sternboard. Altogether there was roo tb of
odd gear in the stern-the bill says more. I am giving
these details to show what chance there was for any
power that might have left the engine getting as far as
the propellers.
On top of this we had precisely the opposite conditions
to those under which the experiment should have been a
success. It was designed to show the efficiency of the
system with a light hull under high power. We had a
heavy, leaky hull with low power.
When the contraption was finished one of the boys
said that, speaking of wheels, she made Ursula look like
a toy model: and she did. We started her up in the shop
to get a little thick grease worked into the gears and she
removed the shavings from the floor and windrowed them
on the benches. Even here we could see that the gears
were developing into a new shape.
Then we put her on a horse-sled, took her to the
wharf, and dropped her into the ocean. She leaked, not
a little seepage, but fountains through nail holes, the re-

Plate 4. Stern View at Full Speed
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suits of former experiments. The second engineer fixed
himself a seat over the shafts and took up his position
with a broken pickle bottle full of grease and an iron
spoon to apply it to the gears, and we started. The citizens on the wharf restrained their expressions only with
effort.
The propellers turned outward at the top-the starboard wheel right-hand. The blades projected five
inches beyond the sides, so that they might have a
wipe at anything that passed that way, and the wop-wop
as they smote the water was most impressive. The citizens dissolved in tears. Then we opened her up. Did
she stand still and churn the sea according to announcement? Not to any considerable extent. The pickle bottle lurched on its seat and when I found time to look up
we were careering across the harbor. In this Christian
country it is not permitted to write down the precise
words of the second engineer, but they were to the effect that we were moving.
We were; and after a few carbureter adjustments
we moved more. There was no vibration. I think she
was the most vibrationless small boat I have been in.
But that may have been accident. There wa s no
stream of water heaved 40 feet astern. There was
nothing but a thin cloud of spray that trailed
10 feet behind. And we were then making a fair r8 miles
an hour. The stuffing boxes steamed, the sculptured
gears complained as the second engineer fed 'em with
black grease as a mother feeds pap to an infant, and the
engine was visibly not turning over, but in spite of these
things we were making 18 miles, or so it seeemd. Not
that 18 miles is Speed, that touchstone by which the
g .p. tests all things, but under these laborious conditi ons 12 miles might have been good business.
After a couple of miles run I went ashore, and with

Mr. W. C. Wetmore, Captain John L. Reid, first officer,
and Mr. Fergus Ferguson, second officer, of the Dominion
Government tee-breaker Earl Grey, timed her in four runs
over the measured mile. The operator raised a signal as
he came near the ranges at the far end of the mile, and
dropped it as he crossed the ranges. Viper III, a new,
dry boat, with everything installed properly, with this
engine turning a screw propeller 1,040 revolutions, had
shown her best mean time over the mile as 2 min.
53 sec.
The new machine went down over the mile the first
time, with the tide, in 2 min. 59 sec., and came up in 3
min. 25 sec. Then we pumped her out dry, scooped her
clean of slush and snow, and sent her down with the
tide again. The watch unquestionably showed 2 min. 30
sec. (Plate 3.) There was, in all probability, something wrong with this mile : the operator may have
mistaken his ranges, though the glasses showed the
boat in what was apparently the correct position for
the line. On the other hand we noticed that she
seemed sensitive to changes in weight, and with
everything pumped dry she really may have-- However, it is no matter in such rough approximations
as this. She was going 18 to 20 miles an hour, which
was all that mattered under these conditions. She
came up the next time against the tide in 3 min.
15 sec. It must be remembered that she was making
water by the bucket and that more accurate results
were impossible.
We had installed no tachometer and up to this time
had made no attempt to get her revolutions. One man
could not handle the boat and take them with an indicator and a stop-watch. I got in her again and the
weight of the extra man made a marked difference. We
went down over the mile in 3 min. 34 sec., stopped,
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pumped out and had a general reorganization, and came
up in 3 min. 59 sec. The revolutions averaged 813, but
were doubtless considerably higher with one man aboard.
Averaging the results, you get a general idea of what
was happening. Perhaps the first thing that comes home
is that a 20-foot boat had made a speed of 20 miles or
thereabouts, on a total draught of a foot of water.
And incidentally she seems to be entirely weedless.
I ran over several fair beds of eel-grass and the air was
full of it, as from a hay-tedder, but for obvious reasons
it did not wind around the shaft.
From a little distance the onlooker would hardly
realize that there was anything unusual about the boat
or her method of propulsion, until she had come up and
passed, when it was decidedly startling to see the twin
halos of the bronze propeller blades shining in the sun.
The tips of the blades projecting beyond the stern can
be seen faintly in one of the photographs. (Plate 5·)
Also, as she comes to dock, the engine sitting dead level
and the shafts running aft almost parallel with the
floor timbers give a curious impression. But the change
is most fully realized when the boat is hung up on the
crane. A bottom clean of all obstructions, with nothing
showing from end to end except the little scoop over the
water intake. Beyond the stern the working surfaces of
two propeller blades projecting downward a bare 9 inches.
This would be everything in a boat of this type properly

fitted for obtaining full efficiency, as we shall show. In
this particular case we used also a small rudder, 8 by
IO inches over all, and the boat steered with ease.
Now, it would seem that a craft of this type should
attain the utmost efficiency at high speed, provided that
no unforeseen defects are developed. From our own
experience in this and one or two later experiments, it
appears improbable that anything of the sort will occur. Before putting the boat in the water the only
trouble I looked forward to was vibration caused by the
impact of the blades on the water, but a moment's thought
will show that, if the slip is small, the blades approach
the water directly edgewise-in their spiral courses. And
there is every indication that, with one man aboard, the
slip was extremely small at speed. A little slip, in this
case, would be an advantage, as it would serve to carry
air down at the back of each blade and so do away with
the friction on that surface. Our 813 revolutions
with two men aboard, and possible 840 or 850 with
one man, show that our 22-inch wheels were somewhat
too large, or rather, that they were permitted to dip
too deep for the amount of power that reached them
after dealing with the gears and the various bearings.
The center of the shafts was 2 inches above the bottom
of the boat. If there had been universal joints in the
shafts and we had been able to rack the tail-shafts up an
inch or two, as shown in one of the sketches (Plate 8),
we should have reduced the working area of the propellers by withdrawing the most inefficient part of the
blades from the water until we had obtained maximum
efficiency from the engine.
An arrangement is also
shown for raising the rudder, so that the least possible
necessary area of it will be immersed at high speed.
But when it comes to practical application, there is, in
all probability, a much better arrangement than this. Do
away with the rudder altogether and use reversible propellers, with the blades accurately controlled by worm
gears. The hub, being out of water, can be made as largeas may be desirable to contain reliable mechanism, and'
the reverse gear, with its attendant weight, is done away
with. The shafts revolve in tune in opposite directions.
with the lower blades of the wheels turning inward.
After the blades have been set at the most suitable pitch
to get maximum efficiency from the engine, which should,
of course, approximate the normal pitch of the propeller, let go one control wheel and steer with the o~h.er.
You will have a steering arrangement more senstttve

View of Afterbody of Ur,.ula

Note Absence of Appendagee on Viper
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Figs.

6

and 7. Sho'WinJt Engines Geared in Tune.

than any rudder artd you will lose no speed on the turns.
Besides, the greater pitch being left on the outside wheel
will list the boat inward on the turn. Go out under the
trees and think it out. H's beautiful.
The more you increase the speed, that is, the higher
the relative inertia of the water becomes, the less deeply
the propeller blades need dip, until in a hydroplane at 85
miles or so, they will jl}st nicely nick the surface, and
you can photograph the nicks in the wake and measure
the slip with a foot-rule. You can see the nicks imme.diately behind the propeller in one of the present photographs. (Plate 5.)
I am talking as if all this were all accomplished,
but when an experiment suggests possibilities it is better to mention them for the good of mankind and the
inspiration of the critics.
Presupposing that the principle proves quite as feasible as this experiment would seem to indicate, then its
main advantages over the screw-propeller system of propulsion are worth tabulating, as below :
( r) No propeller-boss, shaft, outboard bearing or
strut under water, and consequently one of the major
resistances in high-speed boats done away with.
(2) The more inefficient portion of the propeller
blade moving in water of least density at the surface:
the thinner and more efficient part of the blade reaching
down into denser water. Another resistance reduced.
(3) Propeller of larger diameter, greater pitch at
same pitch ratio, hence the same speed at lower engine
revolutions.
(4) Propeller shaft may be of as large diameter as
desirable without in any way impairing efficiency of boat.
Less expensive material.
(5) Bearing supporting propeller can be adequately
lubricated and may be of any length considered desirable.
(6) After bearing set solidly in sternboard, where

Reversible Propeller Controls

its leverage on the structure of the boat is done away
\vith and the tendency to cause vibration is largely
reduced.
(7) No shaft log through bottom of boat. A source
of leaks and an extra bearing eliminated.
(8) If engines have to be placed aft for the sake of
trim, no gear box necessary and one-third the shafting. Marked saving of weight and expense.
(9) Engines may be placed far aft, and driest part
of boat forward used as passenger space. (Plate 7.)
( 10) Engine at any position in boat will be set
practically level. (Fish out all the old automobile instigators and gear 'em up.)
( I I) Reversible propeller may be used and blades
set at pitch to give maximum engine efficiency, also furnishing a sensitive system of control without ntdder.
Therefore, no rudder; no reverse gear.
( 12) No shaft, strut, or rudder to be damaged by
running over submerged obstructions. Propellers replaceable from the peat afloat. (Return to the Hudson
as a racing field. If you have a slight accident light a
cigarette and say: "John, you might put on a couple
of new wheels." After three minutes, proceed.)
(I3) Draught of water below bottom of boat from
35% to so% less than in screw propeller system.
(I) Disadvantage. You must have two shafts running in opposite directions in tune to give greatest
efficiency.
And, to make the story complete, when the Winter
time comes, shift those propellers, put on a pair of worm
wheels such as they use on some of the Antarctic
sledges-and a radiator-and she should travel nicely
over the snow.
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